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Overview:  This activity is set up as a self-paced lesson in which students follow the steps at their own 
pace. If there are questions, students are encouraged to ask a neighbor first and then the instructor if 
additional help is needed. 
 
 
 

Entering Values (numbers)  
1. Open Excel 
2. Put your cursor in cell A1.  Type the number 10.  This number 

appears in the Formula Bar at the top of the window and in 
the cell. 

3. Press Enter. The cursor moves to cell A2. The formula bar is blank.  Click cell A1. The number 10 appears 
in both the cell and the formula bar 

4. Click cell A2  and type 5.  Press enter to move to cell A3. 
 

Entering Formulas 
1. Formulas begin with the symbol =.   In cell A3,  type =A1+A2.  

Then Enter 
2. Click in cell A3.  The cell reads 15 and the Formula Bar reads 

=A1+A2.    The formula tells Excel to take the number in cell A1 
and add it to the number in cell A2.  The answer is in the cell. 

3. Click cell A1,   type 25, press enter and watch cell A3.  What do 
you notice? 
  

Entering Labels 
1. Click in cell B3. Type the word Addition. This will remind you that A3 is 

addition. Hit enter. 
2. Type the word Subtraction.   Hit enter. 
3. Type the word Multiplication. Hit enter. 
4. Type the word Division. Hit enter. 
 
More Formulas 
1. To add a subtraction formula to cell A4, click cell A4.   
2. Type =A1-A2.  Hit Enter.  What is in cell A4?  What is in the Formula Bar? 
3. In cell A5, create a multiplication problem that will multiply A1 by A2.  Hint:  

Always start a formula with =   Hint:  Don’t forget to start with =.  The symbol 
for multiply is * .   

4. In cell A6 create a division problem that will divide A1 by A2.  Hint:  The symbol for division is / . 
 
Another way of entering formulas…  Click in cell A7.  Type =.  Click in cell A1.  Type +. Click in cell 
A2.  Hit enter.   In this method, rather than typing A1 and A2, it is selected by clicking in the cell.  
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Changing Column Width 
1. Column B is too narrow to fit the data.  Move the cursor to the boundary between 

columns B and C. It changes to a crosshair.    
2. Double-click the crosshair.  The column automatically adjusts to fit the data.  It is 

also possible to drag to increase or decrease width. 
 

Inserting a Row 
1. Click the Row 3 indicator Box to selecte the entire row. 
2. Right click and select Insert.  A blank row is inserted above your orignal row 3. 

 
Deleting a Row 
1. This newly inserted row is unnecessary.  Click the Row 3 Indicator Box.   
2. Right click and choose Delete.   The blank row is deleted 

 
Worksheets 
1. At the bottom of the workbook, there are three worksheets.  Think of it as a workbook with 3 pages. 
2. To rename a worksheet, right click on the worksheet and choose 

rename.   
3. Type a name and hit enter.  In the example, Sheet1 has been renamed 

to Formulas. 
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